TO: STATE CITIZENS REDISTRICTING COMMISSION

In order to keep Asian Pacific Islander communities of interest in San Diego County together based on similar socio-economic, cultural, ethnic, religious, and/or language access needs and interests, I support the requests made by the following speakers who testified on June 20, 2011 about the Commission's first draft Assembly and Senate maps:

PALMA HOOPER – SPEAKER #5; EDWARD APARIS – SPEAKER #6; JONATHAN VALDEZ – SPEAKER #7; LARRY YEE – SPEAKER #8; MARGARET SANBORN – SPEAKER #9; RONALDO DINOGAN – SPEAKER #14; AURORA CUDAL – SPEAKER #20; MARITA FERRER – SPEAKER #32; GAGANDEEP KAUR – SPEAKER #46; GAJINDER SINGH VJ – SPEAKER #47; KIRA MAM – SPEAKER #49; ARVINDER MALHOTRA – SPEAKER #56; CHARLES WESLEY KIM, JR. – SPEAKER #68; PHIL CHOURP – SPEAKER #91